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Palestinian State Maps and  
Imperial Technologies of Staying Put

Jess Bier

To some, maps are an ultimate expression of modernity. A 
map combines text, images, data, and analytical relationships. Maps are intended 
to serve as models of a material world that is said to be “out there,” a world that, 
it is assumed, can be known by observation and geometric abstraction (Dodge, 
Kitchin, and Perkins 2009, 2011; Crampton 2010; Pickles 1995). Cartography also 
illustrates the links between modernity and colonialism. Cartographic practices 
are often geared toward obtaining control over people and land by producing 
knowledge about them. Maps have a long association with conquest. They are 
made not just of the world as it is believed to be but of a world that the map
makers, and their patrons, might bring into being (Cosgrove 2008; Winichakul 
1994; Wood 2010). Historically, large swaths of territory might be mapped in 
anticipation of an invasion that was yet to come. Maps also were used to commen
surate different parts of an empire by depicting them with standardized systems 
of colors and symbols. Egypt, India, and the United Kingdom might be combined 
into one atlas, as if they were trophies to be admired. In this way, maps made 
possible both the imagination and the administration of empire. As Matthew H. 
Edney (1997: 2) has said of British colonial India: “The empire exists because it 
can be mapped; the meaning of empire is inscribed into each map.”

However, maps are never as seamless or eternal as they are intended to be. Bor
ders shift. Markets fail. Soldiers defect. Swaths of land sink into the sea. To draw 
a border is to demarcate a self and an other, to create negative space and therefore 
invite resistance, and to inspire competing maps. To follow the process of making 
maps, then, is to begin to delineate how efforts to deliberate, rationalize, and ana
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lyze might be their own undoing. Similarly, although scientific knowledge has pre
tentions to universality (Haraway 1988; Rose 1997), a concerted engagement with 
practices of observation shows that empirical knowledge is infused with social 
and material landscapes. The spaces where observations take place fundamentally 
shape the observer, the act of seeing, and what is observed.

This article outlines one set of empirical practices to demonstrate how colonial 
landscapes shape the production of digital knowledge. This shaping is not due 
to any fault of the cartographers, who employ current methods in professional 
cartography in innovative and rigorous ways. Instead, it is emblematic of digi
tal practices more broadly. For despite broad rhetoric about their emancipatory 
potential, digital and social media are by no means exempt from systemic power 
and injustice, including racism and orientalism (Aouragh 2015a, 2015b; Aouragh 
and Chakravartty 2016). To understand why requires delving into the technical 
details of cartography, to pinpoint how empirical practices are embedded within 
landscapes of power. This study of cartography therefore places geographical lit
erature in critical cartography in dialogue with science and technology studies 
(STS) research on technological and scientific practices.1 In so doing, it comple
ments and extends both the important literature on the rhetoric and aesthetics 
of maps and work on the politics of maps in state building, including urban and 
environmental planning.2

In the process, I travel through the practices that inform one particularly cou
rageous map, or, more specifically, one set of map data: the 2008 files supplied 
by the Palestinian Authority (PA) Ministry of Planning to an international open 
access cartographic database. These data are representative of those used in a 
broad swath of the maps made by the PA and related nongovernmental organiza
tion (NGO) cartographers as they seek to establish a distinctly Palestinian form 
of empirical knowledge in the West Bank. To analyze the data, I draw out and 
specify one aspect of the Palestinian political practice of sumud (steadfastness), 
which I call stasis, or “the ability to remain in place.” I do so to draw a contrast 
with a commonly held view of maps — namely, that they are objective representa
tions that are separate from people and land. Instead, my analysis shows that the 

1. For critical cartography, see Crampton 2010; Crampton and Krygier 2006; Kwan 2002; Pav
lovskaya 2002; and St. Martin and Wing 2007. For STS research on technological and scientific 
practices, see Bijker 1995; Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch 2012; Latour 1993; Latour and Woolgar 1986; 
MacKenzie 2006; and Wyatt 2003.

2. On the rhetoric and aesthetics of maps, see Abourahme and Ribeiro 2010; Cosgrove 2008; 
Leuenberger and Schnell 2010; and Wallach 2011. On the politics of maps, see, e.g., Leuenberger 
2012; Leuenberger and El Atrash 2014; and Yiftachel 2009.
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landscapes of the Israeli occupation come to integrally shape what can be known 
about the occupation itself.

Although it is common to speak of using international science and technology 
to “solve” conflict and injustice, such efforts are fully enmeshed in the contexts 
of violence in which they operate. The study of stasis enables an understanding 
of the role of geographic context in shaping science and technology, and it is thus 
central to understandings of modern knowledge far beyond the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip and far beyond cartography. It is particularly relevant in the broader 
context of the enforced mobilities that are an integral part of global capitalism and 
in the ongoing relationships between media, knowledge, and empire (Aouragh and 
Chakravartty 2016). By seeing the act of “staying put” as the goal of a relational 
process of interacting with the landscape, rather than an obvious fact, it is possible 
to outline specific ways that imperial forms of control continue to limit alternative 
knowledges and more imaginative maps.

In the face of immense political and social pressure, Palestinian cartographers 
are doing some of the most theoretically innovative and interesting contemporary 
work in data visualization. In the process, they draw on a variety of influences in 
digital geographic information science (GIS) cartography, as well as a series of 
projects in the late 1990s, during which cartographers in the West Bank helped to 
develop a Palestinian national mapping program, building data infrastructure in 
the service of nationalist ideals (Tesli 2008). Yet rather than making use of data 
produced in the everyday administration of an established nation, Palestinian car
tographers, precisely through their maps, have sought to bring into being a legal, 
internationally recognized state of Palestine. These efforts have been subject to 
enduring challenges due to the intervention of international groups in a process 
that dates back centuries, most recently through twentieth century British impe
rialism and the ongoing Israeli occupation.

In what follows, I analyze three core features of one set of PA map data (fig. 1) —  
the borders, roads, and urban areas — to outline the implications of stasis for 
empirical knowledge practices writ large. Drawing upon six months of fieldwork 
in PA and NGO cartographic offices in the West Bank, I introduce the mate
rial effects of boundary making through an exploration of the mapping of the 
boundary of the West Bank immediately after the colonial British Mandate period 
(1920 – 48). I next turn to roads, to demonstrate how British colonial maps have 
affected the geographic scales used in PA maps during the period from the found
ing of the PA to the end of the second intifada Palestinian uprising (1994 – 2005). 
Then I turn to the negative, or background, space, which is often depicted as fea
tureless or blank, to investigate the influence of the Israeli occupation on Palestin
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ian maps in recent years (2005 – present). Thus this article deals with the relations 
among three stages of mapmaking: British imperialism, the rise of GIS, and the 
contemporary period, when GIS maps have become a core tool for daily gover
nance. Each period also corresponds to an early stage of map production or, better 
yet, to a step in the process of establishing the digital infrastructure that makes 
it possible to produce maps at all. The procedure begins with the drawing of the 
boundaries that are intrinsic to sovereignty, one condition of possibility for much 
professional cartography. It then addresses the gathering of historical maps and 
data that are necessary to begin making a single map. These steps are followed 
by efforts to conduct fieldwork with Global Positioning System (GPS) devices to 
update the data on the ground.

On Steadfastness and Staying Put

Analyzing such practices through the lens of stasis, this article draws on, but also 
departs from, the rich history of sumud. Lori Allen (2008: 456) refers to sumud 
as a “nationalistically inflected form of stoicism,” and it is central to antioccupa
tion struggles. For example, to further sumud, one might work to highlight the 
social and cultural contributions of Palestinians in the face of ongoing and violent 
efforts to remove them or work to develop infrastructure and institutions that 
support group identity and survival in the landscape (Van Teeffelen and Giaca
man 2008). Conceptions of sumud have broadened greatly since the term’s initial 
inception at the 1978 Arab League summit, and they currently inspire a host of 
practices that seek to sustain a Palestinian presence in the Occupied Territories 
and beyond.

Sumud is central to understanding contemporary cartographic efforts in the 
West Bank, but it is also broadly theoretically relevant for anyone concerned with 
the spatial turn in social theory. It is particularly relevant to questions of how 
modernity and modern knowledge are embedded in capitalist and colonial land
scapes across space and time. To that end, the study of stasis, as one key aspect 
of sumud, is particularly salient to contemporary critical and social theory. The 
term stasis can carry negative connotations of stagnation or being stuck. However, 
it also brings with it a positive sense that deserves greater attention in critical 
studies of development and resistance than it has received to date: namely, that of 
generative stability achieved in relation to ongoing change. In this reclaimed form, 
stasis refers to struggles to establish and maintain a presence within a geographi
cal landscape, as well as the work of maintaining the landscape itself. Its use can 
thereby incorporate research on the production of landscape and geographic scale 
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(Smith 1992), including the scale of the nation (Balibar 1990). In addition, it draws 
further critical focus toward the numerous efforts to control populations by main
taining a separation between landscapes and the people who inhabit them (see, 
e.g., Mitchell 2002).3 The study of stasis therefore addresses and provides greater 
nuance in analyzing the practices that speak to one major concern of postcolonial 
theory: the role that knowledge plays in maintaining imperial control.

The study of stasis also complements critiques of professional cartography, 
which is arguably far better suited to mapping static political territories than to 
mapping mobile populations (Crampton 2001, 2010; Crampton and Krygier 2006). 
As such, this article contributes to analyses of knowledge making in the everyday, 
notably including Allen’s (2013) analysis of the role of evidence in the work of 
human rights organizations and Linda Quiquivix’s (2013) work on cartographic 
practices of “figuring it out” (see also Quiquivix 2014). In addition, it draws on 
mobility studies literature, including work on immobilities and Internet spaces 
(Cresswell 1999, 2011; Söderström et al. 2013), as well as the complex inter actions 
between off line and online mobility, including the ways that mobilities can pro
duce particular places in specific ways (Aouragh 2011a, 2011b; Harker 2009; 
Tawil Souri and Aouragh 2014).

However, stasis is not simply equivalent to either stillness or immobility, and 
the positive or negative implications of stasis must themselves become the objects 
of study, since the relationships between stasis and mobility might vary widely 
across space and time. For although discussions of Palestinian mobility tend to 
focus on local or regional movement (see, e.g., B’Tselem 2004), stasis is of equal 
concern. In addition, the mobility and stasis of PA cartographers and institutions 
must be viewed in light of multiple geographic scales, including the international 
scale. Indeed, PA internationalism is evident in the generally high international 
mobilities of Palestinian elites. Many of those I worked with had studied for 
advanced degrees abroad, including, for example, in Canada, the Netherlands, 
Russia, and the United States, to name only a small sample. However, the pro
cess of travel was often fraught with uncertainties. On a regional level, the Israeli 
military routinely sets up checkpoints to control both entrances to the West Bank 
and routes within it. Short trips can stretch to hours, and Palestinians are fre
quently detained indefinitely and without charge (Amnesty International 2003; 
B’Tselem 2004; UNOCHA OPT 2009, 2012). Such uncertainty not only restricts 

3. My focus on stasis is certainly not meant as a corrective for sumud. Indeed, it is intended 
precisely to minimize any potential infringement upon sumud’s ongoing history in Palestinian move
ments. I use stasis precisely to avoid claiming ownership over sumud, while also drawing out its 
spatial and geographical aspects.
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4. For a more extensive exploration of stasis, see Bier 2017, which also draws on this article.

their mobility, but it also poses a challenge to efforts to produce stasis and stabil
ity. Internationally, in addition to the discrimination commonly found at check
points and airports, there is an ongoing prohibition against Palestinians operating 
their own planes without Israeli approval (which is rarely forthcoming) (PLO and 
State of Israel 1995). Furthermore, the ability to travel is not always a privilege, 
since many Palestinians must go abroad to find work or visit family members 
who themselves cannot enter the Occupied Territories. So extensive international 
mobility can be a symptom of, rather than a remedy to, challenges to Palestinian 
stasis within the West Bank (Aouragh 2011a; 2011b: 41 – 42).

The textured relationships between mobility and stasis can also be seen in the 
shifting locations of cartographic organizations. PA offices are currently head
quartered primarily in Ramallah, in a move that is symbolic of the broader effort 
to force Palestinians out of Jerusalem. Over the past decade, a variety of factors 
have combined to push Palestinian organizations ever further from Jerusalem. 
Several of the NGOs I worked with were originally located there, but Jerusa
lem increasingly has been closed to Palestinians from the West Bank, and many 
cartographic NGOs moved east into the outskirts of the city so that all of their 
employees could continue their work. Once construction on the Israeli Separation 
Wall began, with the aim of separating the majority of the West Bank from Israel, 
the NGOs moved again, from the immediate vicinity of the wall toward prominent 
West Bank cities like Ramallah and Bethlehem.

Regimes of mobility and stasis are thus complexly linked, particularly in 
relation to changes in institutional infrastructure that are made possible in part 
through maps. An analysis of Palestinian cartography therefore demonstrates the 
importance of better understanding the production of these shifting landscapes. 
And production is central, for, like maps, landscapes must be made. Movement is 
often depicted as occurring “on top of” landscapes that are depicted as a simple 
blank background. However, PA cartographers don’t simply travel through pre
existing territories. The spaces they move through are changed by, and also 
change, their movements. That is why the appearance of staying put, or remain
ing in place, requires ongoing work in dynamic fields that are at once both social 
and material (Mitchell 2002). Allen (2008: 456) makes this clear when she notes 
that, in “conditions where the routine and assumptions of daily life are physically 
disrupted . . . everyday life in Palestine — in its everydayness — is itself partly the 
result of concerted, collective production.”4 This insight is especially relevant to 
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the production of the geographic landscapes that are so fundamental to the occu
pation’s disruptions, landscapes that are themselves foundational to an occupation 
that is often depicted as a struggle over land.

Toeing the Border Line: The Occupied West Bank Boundary

It is precisely the ongoing work of production, however, that becomes hidden in  
many objects of knowledge making. As with graphs, tables, and lists, one char
acteristic of empirical maps is that they tend to obscure their lineage. To begin to  
recover the labor and institutions that help constitute these seemingly innocuous 
documents and visualizations, I now turn to an analysis of the map in figure 1. Figure  
1 is a screenshot of a map of the West Bank as 
it appears in a common GIS program.5 Data 
layers such as roads, districts, and built up  
(urban) areas are visualized. The roads 
appear as thick black lines, district bound
aries as thin gray lines, and built up areas 
as darkly shaded regions around major cities 
(see also fig. 5). In the program, the design 
of the map is somewhat flexible, and it can 
be changed by the user. However, the data 
also have intrinsic empirical properties, like 
shape and direction, built into them. So, for 
example, if one clicks on a border line, the 
program can display the geographic coordi
nates of that point. In addition, the program 
can be used to perform analyses, like deter
mining the length of the border line or the 
size of the area that it encircles.

The data for this map come from the PA 
Ministry of Planning. They were provided in 
a standardized format, for international use, 
to the International Steering Committee for 
Global Mapping (ISCGM), which has ties to the United Nations. In quality and 
execution, the data thus are commensurable with the data sets provided by 167 

Figure 1 A screenshot of a GIS map of Palestinian Authority data  
from 2008, depicting major roads and urban areas in the West Bank 
and Gaza. For a more detailed view, see figure 5. Map by the author. 
Data appear courtesy of Global Map of Palestine © ISCGM / Palestinian 
National Authority, Ministry of Planning, Geographic Center and 
Technical Support, www.mopad.pna.ps/en/ (accessed March 2, 2016).

5. The figure is shown in QGIS, an open source GIS program. It exhibits similar features overall 
to ArcGIS, the licensed program that is favored by many government agencies, but whose costs are 
prohibitive for individual users.
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other countries. Yet their standardized form hides the ways that the unique context 
and practices of the West Bank can shape the data. That is to suggest not that the 
Palestinian data are somehow less rigorous but rather that the shaping — which 
would occur in any region and for any data set — is particularly notable due to the 
pressures of making maps under military occupation.

One way to see the intricate relationships between landscape and cartographic 
practices is to focus on the outer border of the West Bank as depicted in figure 1. 
This border is the subject of an iconic story that illustrates the violence that is often 
inherent in efforts to remake the ground to meet the map. To those familiar with 

cartography in the region, this border is imme
diately intelligible as one of several versions of 
what is sometimes termed the Green Line, the 
border that some use to denote the outermost 
boundary of the West Bank. As territories, the 
West Bank and Gaza Strip were first named and 
marked off during the armistice agreements 
after the war that followed the declaration of the 
state of Israel in 1948. The negotiators physically 
drew the boundary onto a British colonial map of 
the region using a thick wax pencil (fig. 2). The 
line appeared to be sufficient on the large scale 
map where it was drawn, but that changed as the 
boundary began to be imposed on the ground. 
Demarcating the land required zooming in, so 
to speak, from a regional scale to a local scale, 
to pinpoint exactly where the line should be 

marked out. However, at that finer scale, the line itself became as thick as several 
buildings. Thus, in the process of enforcing the new border, significant portions of 
entire neighborhoods were found to lie inside the border line. Such demarcations 
are evident in figure 2, where the relevant border is the thick black vertical line 
at right that cuts through Jerusalem (Blake 1995; Brawer 1990; Cameron 2011).

So, after 1948, making the map required reshaping the land, with an associ
ated loss of homes and livelihoods. This reshaping is evident in the attempts just 
described, which sought to impose the heavily militarized armistice boundaries 
on the ground. However, these changes were reversed after Israel occupied the 
West Bank and Gaza Strip in 1967, when the occupying military initiated an 
active effort to obscure the Green Line both on maps and on the ground (Brawer 
1990). Notably, this effort included the process of building Israeli settlements in 

Figure 2 A detail of a British map of Jerusalem with a hand- 
drawn border. This image is taken from the map where the 
armistice line was first drawn during cease- fire negotiations (SOP 
1949). This map is the responsibility of the author. Updated UN 
maps can be found at www.ochaopt.org (accessed June 29, 2016).
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the West Bank, which has evolved over the years into an intricate system of seg
regation and control over Palestinians. Alterations were made again in 1994, as 
part of negotiations related to the Oslo accords, which saw the founding of the PA. 
However, the final boundaries and possible land swaps have yet to be determined, 
a situation that is complicated by a series of splits and rapprochements between 
the PA, whose center of influence lies in the West Bank, and Hamas, which has 
greater control in Gaza.

So efforts to impose a newly created boundary were followed by equally force
ful attempts to erase it, but neither was definitive. Partly as a result of these various 
attempts to create and erase boundaries in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, the late 
1990s saw the growth of communities of professional Palestinian cartographers 
in the region, as one aspect of the broader commitment to sumud. Indeed, after its 
founding, the PA quickly adopted GIS in part to bring its own maps to the nego
tiating table and in part to support the development efforts of the newly formed 
government. Additionally, over the years there have been numerous atlases (e.g., 
ARIJ 2009; see also Tawil Souri 2012) produced, as well as ongoing efforts to 
document the locations of demolished Palestinian villages and erased cultural 
geography (Abu Sitta 2004, 2007; Davis 2011; Hadawi 1970; Khalidi 1992).

In this context, the continuing lack of a final status agreement over the borders 
of the West Bank represents yet another challenge to Palestinian stasis in the 
region. It also increases the labor on the part of the PA when making maps like fig
ure 1, because there are a host of considerations involved in selecting which border 
to use and the political message it will send. Possible borders include different ver
sions of the Green Line, as well as the line of the Wall currently being built inside 
the West Bank, which in many places acts as the effective border. Furthermore, 
data files for these competing boundaries, and related aerial photographs, are not 
always easily accessible to Palestinian officials, requiring ongoing negotiation in 
terms of choosing which border to display, as well as acquiring relevant data files, 
whether from Israelis or international organizations.

For instance, the boundary in use in the Israeli military might be made at a 
higher resolution — accounting, for example, for minute shifts in the earth’s sur
face over time or changes in urban areas — than the more symbolic and read
ily available boundary depicted in figure 1, which is based largely on that first 
broad boundary as it was drawn onto the British colonial map during the armistice 
agreements (fig. 2). The increasingly stringent segregation can also prevent PA 
officials from updating British boundaries themselves using GPS devices, which 
is considered common practice among professional cartographers. The next two 
sections investigate the effects of this persistent British influence, combined with 
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the restrictions on GPS fieldwork, and demonstrate the effects of landscapes upon 
the very constitution of scientific knowledge.

Digital Roads through a Demolished Village:  
The Obduracies of Colonial Maps

One way to begin to see these effects is to trace the roads that are shown as dark 
black lines in figure 1. While many borders are intended to encircle geographic 
areas, by contrast roads cross through them, facilitating transportation across 
boundaries. Road maps emphasize the empirical, since the intention is to display 
where one might be able to travel, at least in theory. Yet although the data in figure 
1 are relatively detailed, it would be a challenge to use these data to get around the 
West Bank. To understand why, it is first necessary to explore the enduring stasis 
of British maps in the region and their ability to remain as prominent material 
artifacts amid so much destruction.

The British relinquished their League of Nations mandate in Palestine in 1948. 
In their wake, they left a trove of carefully executed empirical and topographical 
maps, the result of efforts that stretched back decades (Gavish 2005; Moscrop 
2000). The ensuing years would witness wholesale changes in the landscape as 
Palestinian towns, toponymy, and livelihoods were forcefully erased by the new 
Israeli state (Abu El Haj 2003), while many of those with the expertise to keep up 
Palestinian knowledge forms like cisterns and irrigation works were not allowed 
to return to their former homes (Benvenisti 2000; SOP 1945: 4). Yet there was a 
discrepancy in the value attributed to different forms of knowledge on the part of 
the Israeli officials. For although British rule had been resolutely resisted by the 
Jewish community and Palestinians alike, the Israeli agents nonetheless actively 
cataloged and conserved large caches of British colonial maps.

Over time, these acts of conservation became something of a self fulfilling 
prophecy. The British maps were preserved because they were believed to be sig
nificant, and in subsequent years they would become significant precisely because 
they had been preserved. Overall, the preservation and circulation of British maps 
have had a concerted effect on mapmaking in the nascent Palestinian state. The 
PA drew time and again on British sources not due to some overriding belief in 
the accuracy of the older maps but rather out of pragmatic necessity. For map data 
must come from somewhere. It can take years for a professional team to draw the 
first maps of an unmapped region, a process that might involve tracing hundreds 
of thousands of lines, not to mention establishing a system of geographic coor
dinates and conducting extensive surveys in the landscape. Using existing maps 
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is generally far more practical and expedient than starting from scratch, but it 
requires access to those maps. Because they were widely preserved, the British 
maps were more accessible to the PA than other sources of data, many of which 
were held back by the Israeli government.

The ultimate impact of the use of British Mandate maps becomes clear through 
a closer examination of the specific digital methods that were used to transform 
the maps into digital image files and incorporate them into the computer. PA 
and related cartographic efforts have had a digital focus since the beginning, and 
one of the first tasks the cartographers undertook was to scan the British maps. 
However, scanning was not sufficient to 
produce digital maps. After scanning, the 
PA employees needed to digitize the image 
files in the cartographic sense. To digitize 
an image, a cartographer uses the mouse 
to trace over the relevant features of the 
scanned image, so that the GIS program 
can record the length, position, and direc
tion of every small curve or area (fig. 3). 
For example, a cartographer might open an 
image of a road map and then laboriously 
mouse over the road lines one by one, 
drawing on top of the scanned map and 
thereby incorporating its information into 
the GIS program. Even for rudimentary 
maps, digitization is a time consuming 
and labor intensive process. “We started 
from zero. . . . We had two employees 
spending eight months working twenty 
four hours a day to digitize the contour 
lines of the British 1936 maps,” noted one 
former PA cartographer (2011).6 Further
more, this labor would need to be undertaken before even beginning to make a 
map. Otherwise, one might open a blank map file in the GIS program to find there 
were no data — no lines, no shades, no features — to add to it.

6. To protect confidentiality, the names of some interviewees have been withheld by mutual 
agreement.

Figure 3 A professional cartographer and GIS analyst explains the 
process of digitizing an aerial photograph. Photograph by the author
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PA Road Maps: The Legacy of a Line

So the PA’s high tech mapping industry began with professionally trained cartog
raphers laboriously tracing colonial maps. While it is not unusual for cartogra
phers to draw on existing maps for digitization purposes, the use of British maps 
was far more extensive than it would otherwise have been, due both to the preva
lence of well preserved British maps and to the mobility restrictions imposed by 
the Israeli occupation. That contrasts with the development of GIS in Israel in the 
mid 1980s and early 1990s, when data from existing maps were routinely verified 
by field surveys using handheld GPS, a privilege afforded to Israeli cartographers 
even within the Palestinian Territories due to the occupation (Peled 1996: 492). 
Yet in addition to being time consuming, digitization also selectively influences 
the digital files that are produced. For although the user can decide which parts 
of each map to include and which to omit, it is not possible to digitize layers that 
are not present on the original map. So the type of map that is used conditions the 
data that result.

For example, this can be seen in the roads in figures 1 and 5, which, although 
they draw on data made public as recently as 2008, nonetheless show a marked 
influence of British colonial maps of the kind that is representative of the PA’s early 
work in the 1990s. The scales and resolution of these roads, and their associated 
levels of detail, are particularly deserving of further examination. In contrast to 
the armistice boundary drawn on a paper British map described earlier, whose line 
grew thick at finer scales, digital maps are intended to allow for numerous scales. 
The GIS mapmaking program redraws the maps in greater detail as one zooms in, 
as can be seen on websites like Google Maps and OpenStreetMap. This contrasts 
with a basic image file, which has one fixed scale and resolution. However, even 
with GIS, the possibilities are limited because, ultimately, map data have their 
finest scale built into them. If one zooms in closer than that finest scale, then just 
as in a basic image, the digital lines quickly start to appear chunky and pixelated.

Like all data, the data in figure 1 have just such a limit. For although the 
roads appear at first to be quite detailed, just by zooming in, as seen in figure 
5, it becomes clear that fewer than ten roads are depicted even in major cities 
like Jerusalem and Ramallah.7 This limitation is a direct result of the practice of 
digitizing the British colonial maps (and related sources that also drew on Brit
ish sources), which were paper maps made at fixed scales. Due to the digitization 

7. These are far from the finest scale data currently available to the PA and Palestinian NGOs. 
However, they are representative of the major data sets that were in widespread use, even in gover
nance and technical circles, prior to 2005 (see, e.g., MOPIC 1996, 1998).
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process, the PA maps were restricted to the same scales that those paper maps 
used. Yet through digitization alone, the PA cartographers could not improve on 
the scale of the British data. They couldn’t make more detailed features appear if 
they weren’t there in the original document. Instead, they could simply try to trace 
the British maps as accurately as possible. And indeed, the road lines in figure 1  
replicate with precision the lines for roads in British maps, such as the British map 
in figure 2. Historically, the British controlled a territory much larger than the PA 
does. That meant that it would be quite difficult for PA cartographers to make 
maps at any scale that was finer than the entire West Bank. Strikingly, early PA 
maps replicated exactly this scale and no finer (MOPIC 1996, 1998). As a result, 
these initial maps were useful for symbolic political purposes but were less helpful 
for the crucial needs of daily governance in the nascent state.

Plundered Data and Raided Institutions

If the roads show the colonial influence within digital technology, then the shaded 
areas of figures 1 and 5, which indicate urban or built up zones, reveal the chal
lenges to overcoming that colonial data on the ground. Yet before examining the 
effects on the depiction of urban areas, it is necessary to describe those challenges 
further. For if cartographic digitization was the priority before 2005, in the ensu
ing years cartographers have made a concerted effort to update the British data 
using GPS and surveying equipment. But that has not been a straightforward pro
cess, and the persistence of British maps contrasts sharply with the ongoing and 
often violent attacks that endanger the stasis of Palestinian institutions and NGOs.

Over the years, the Israeli military has made numerous incursions into Pales
tinian institutions. Elia Zureik (2001: 212) notes that after the Israeli invasion of 
Lebanon in 1982, the papers of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) were 
transported wholesale to Israel. Some of them were later returned, presumably 
after the Israeli military had made copies. In addition, the Palestine Research Cen
ter, affiliated with the PLO, was subject to forced closure in the 1980s. Its records 
were seized, then returned two years later (Jiryis and Qallab 1985). The raids only 
intensified during the second intifada. In May 2001, the Israeli military took over 
the Orient House, which had long served as the de facto PLO headquarters and 
which, in this capacity, had been producing maps without GIS since the 1980s 
(Orient House 2005; Tufakji, 2016). The staff claimed that the entire archival col
lection was impounded, as were dozens of computers (Orient House 2001a, 2001b, 
2001c, 2001d, 2001e). The Israeli military soon also began to directly target the 
PA, its ostensible partner in peace negotiations.
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“What I fear most is the magnitude of the data that were stolen” (Abu Libdeh 
2001d; Claudet 2001). These were the words of Hassan Abu Libdeh, then the 
director of the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS), on December 5, 
2001. Less than three months after 9/11 and less than two months before the Taba 
Summit, which had the aim of establishing a final status agreement between Israel 
and the PA, the Israeli military forcefully raided the PCBS, which conducts the 
PA’s population census, and detained those present in the building. The appar
ent goal of the raid was to gather the data on Palestinians that the PA had been 
collecting in its governance efforts. Speaking to the press, Abu Libdeh (2001a, 
2001b, 2001c; Claudet 2001) worried specifically about data — namely, that Israel 
would continue raiding offices to gain access to the PA’s geographic and popula
tion data and, at the same time, destroying its means of storing and using the data. 
By preventing the PA from fulfilling its mandate, the raid could thus be seen as 
an attempt to disrupt the stasis of the PA not only during the raid itself but also 
in the future.8

In this context, PA cartographers routinely mentioned fears that their amass
ing of data might be in vain (former Orient House cartographer 2010; former PA 
cartographer 2011). The ongoing raids also played into the refashioned landscapes 
of NGOs and PA offices described above, to the extent that the relocation of Pales
tinian organizations accelerated their move to the West Bank side of the Wall and 
influenced their ability to collect data about the Jerusalem side. Given that each 
move required a tremendous effort and outlay of funds, organizations thus have 
been made mobile in ways that have come to diminish their institutional stasis. In 
addition, the forms of stasis and mobility, of both cartographers and their institu
tions, have combined to restrict the overall extent of their data. Yet especially since 
2005, this has not been absolute. The scope and geography of those restrictions are 
themselves quite varied, and I delve further into their specific effects below.

Staying Put, on the Road in Palestine

The PA’s partial sovereignty in the West Bank shapes the extent of the urban 
areas in figures 1 and 5, including their scope and boundaries. One way to see this 
influence is to focus on the background space of the images, the areas of negative 
space that are left blank. Indeed, the reasons why they are shown without features 
can have everything to do with regimes of mobility and stasis in the region.

8. Abu Libdeh has since been brought up on corruption charges — charges, however, that appear 
to be unrelated to his time as the director of the PCBS and which he claims are politically motivated 
(Ha’aretz 2011).
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Although the urban areas in figures 1 and 5 
have been updated from the original British data, 
the very seamlessness of the images belies the 
complexity of that updating process. It is there
fore worth exploring it in greater detail. To do so, 
it helps to turn to figure 4, which illustrates the 
limited sovereignty granted to the Palestinians 
under the Oslo accords and successive agree
ments. Figure 4 depicts Israeli controlled areas 
in dark gray, including both natural reserves 
and the region known as Area C, which is under 
full Israeli sovereignty. Together, they contain 
the majority of the West Bank, surrounding the 
multiplicitous smaller Areas A and B. Areas A 
and B are combined in lighter gray, and, respec
tively, they fall under full and partial Palestin
ian control. Since Areas A and B are islands of 
limited sovereignty, nearly every Palestinian 
person traveling within the West Bank must, at 
some point, go through Israeli controlled Area C 
and therefore risk being subject to checkpoints, 
searches, and detention. This restricted mobility 
in turn shapes how data can be collected in the 
field.

As noted earlier, cartographic field surveys 
are the most common way to update British map 
data. Such surveys involve using tools like hand
held or tripod mounted GPS units — extended 
versions of the mapping applications available 
on many mobile phones — to record precise locations for the sometimes hundreds 
or thousands of buildings, roads, crops, and other features in a single town or 
district. Mobility is central to surveying, and it is one obvious factor that affects 
the PA’s ability to collect data. However, the cartographers I spoke with repeat
edly mentioned that, in many cases, the challenge is not simply accessing different 
areas. At one time or another, it is possible to reach many parts of the West Bank, 
with the obvious exception of the settlements and closed military zones (PA trans
port cartographer 2011; PA transport engineer 2011; Ingham 2013). However, they 
face tremendous difficulties in the field when attempting to stay in one place for 

Figure 4 A map of the West Bank that indicates Areas A and B, 
which are under full or partial Palestinian control, combined in 
light gray. Area C and Israeli natural reserves, the majority of the 
West Bank, are combined in dark gray. This map is excerpted from 
UNOCHA- OPT 2011. This map is the responsibility of the author. 
Updated UN maps can be found at www.ochaopt.org (accessed 
June 29, 2016).
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an extended period of time without the intervention of settlers or the military. It 
takes time to observe and record data, and surveys require numerous technicians, 
sometimes with heavy equipment. So in order to survey an area per standard 
practice, cartographers not only have to travel there, but they also need to remain. 
Thus stasis is just as crucial to surveying as mobility is.

The complex quilt of Areas A, B, and C (fig. 4) also present particular chal
lenges to attempts to achieve reliable stasis. Particularly in Areas B and C, where 
the Israeli military has partial or full control, cartographers spoke of the lengths 
they went to, to avoid drawing attention to themselves — and of the Israeli military 
soldiers who nevertheless inevitably appeared if they stayed in some locations for 
more than a brief moment. In such contexts, the cartographers’ visible possession 
of expensive looking instruments in itself often aroused suspicion. As one pointed 
out: “We can move in Area C, but if we have equipment, it is very dangerous for 
us. If we have cameras or GPS, and if the soldiers stop us, they can arrest us. Two 
years ago, they arrested me and [my colleague] because they caught us in Area C . . .  
[taking] photos of demolished houses and [recording] GPS points” (Palestinian 
NGO cartographer 2011).

Many of those I worked with had been arrested at one time or another simply 
for carrying out their professional duties, which were officially legal and scientific. 
Given that Areas A and B are surrounded by Area C, another pair of cartogra
phers mentioned that, although their survey was restricted to Areas A and B, while 
traveling they often had to pass through Israeli checkpoints in Area C. They then 
would need to hide their GPS units and cameras to avoid confiscation and sum
mary arrest. The advent of small, pocket size GPS units made their jobs easier, 
one engineer noted, because they “look like mobile phones,” although sometimes 
phones were also confiscated (PA transport cartographer 2011; PA transport engi
neer 2011).

For these reasons, to update their maps (e.g., fig. 5) in recent years PA and 
NGO cartographers have begun to develop the technique of mobile surveying, 
using handheld GPS units and conducting their work fully within a vehicle. One 
mentioned that although his groups work in Area C, “We are very careful. Like 
when we use GPS, we [take it] in the car and drive the car without anyone seeing 
anything” (Palestinian NGO cartographer 2011; PA civil engineer 2011). Rather 
than visiting a single location one time to take a detailed reading, they used cars 
to visit several times, for short periods, to take quick readings of different aspects 
of the landscape that could then be combined. So, while their computer labs were 
gutted from within by the Israeli military during raids, PA cartographers in the 
field were confined to their cars, which became circulating cartographic laborato
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ries (Lee and LiPuma 2002). Their stasis and their mobility thus were intertwined, 
and they strengthened Palestinian stasis not by rendering themselves immobile but 
by being constantly on the move, embracing the car as a technological space in its 
own right, a way of being static in motion.9

However, there is a complicated relationship between the extent of the area 
where data could be collected for technical reasons and the extent where cartog
raphers were able to move and remain. Even in a car, PA cartographers cannot 
conduct surveys throughout Area C — even if, as noted, occasionally they do enter 
it. Indeed, sometimes they enter Area C without even realizing it. For although 
settlements and settler roads are well marked with signs, and blocked by check
points, the boundaries between Areas A, B, and C are often not visible at ground 
level. The Israeli authorities generally provide such boundary information only 
for relatively large scale maps of the West Bank, so the internal boundaries can 
be difficult for even cartographic agencies to determine at finer scales (geography 
professor 2011; Palestinian NGO cartographer 2011). During my fieldwork, at least 
one call per day would come in from landowners who wished to know whether 

9. My thanks go to an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion, including the phrasing.

Figure 5 A screenshot of detail from figure 1, centered on Jerusalem. Label placement is 
approximate. It demonstrates how aspects of the display can be determined by the program, 
although there are also options for customization. Map by the author. Data appear courtesy of 
Global Map of Palestine © ISCGM / Palestinian National Authority, Ministry of Planning,  
Geographic Center and Technical Support, www.mopad.pna.ps/en/ (accessed March 2, 2016).
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their homes fell within Area A, B, or C or some combination of the three. Even 
a home that was on the border, with only one backyard or room in an Israeli 
controlled district, was considered grounds for demolition by the Israeli authori
ties (ARIJ 2006). Thus the inability to update data for Area C in particular stems 
from cartographers’ inability to obtain reliable stasis there due to the occupation 
(former PA cartographer 2011). Under such ambiguous circumstances, those I 
spoke with generally limit the extent of their data collection to Areas A and B 
alone, as much as it can be determined.

These circumscribed forms of stasis and mobility combine to influence the 
background spaces of PA maps. For example, by comparing figure 4 with figures 
1 and 5, it is possible to see that the updated, shaded urban areas in figure 1 often 
correspond exactly to Areas A and B as they are depicted in figure 4. The map in 
figure 1 includes detailed updates in major cities in Area A and to a lesser extent 
in Area B. However, much of Area C relies heavily on the digitized versions of 
decades old British maps. As a result, Area C is depicted as being mostly blank, 
even where it is heavily populated. Of course, the PA has attained sovereignty 
in Areas A and B precisely because those areas are considered to be Palestinian 
population centers, so it is not entirely surprising that the built up areas in figure 
1 would generally overlap with the lighter shaded islands in figure 4. But what is 
remarkable is how precisely they correspond and that there are almost no updates 
for the towns and villages in Area C.

At an international level, Palestinian cartographers are expected to map every 
area of the West Bank at an equal level of detail, yet they are not granted con
sistent mobility or stasis in that same region. The results of these restrictions 
even appear to efface themselves, for the updates in the urban areas mesh seam
lessly with the blank negative space in the more rural Area C. So, blank areas are 
likely to be seen not as the result of an absence of data but instead as reflecting 
empty space on the ground. This has crucial implications for policy and political 
negotiations. For under these conditions, the blank areas on maps can become 
self perpetuating. Palestinian populations are first pushed onto blank areas, then 
prevented from mapping the “blankest” portions of those areas, and then told that 
the unmapped areas can be seized precisely because they are blank. The obduracy 
of these erasures, which repeat across maps and data sets, is thereby also a type of 
anticipation, a forceful backgrounding of particular people and landscapes. It can 
have dire consequences because it helps to ensure that those communities will go 
unmapped today and, in the current geopolitical climate, possibly be demolished 
in the near future.
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Measuring the Extent of the Occupation

Despite the vast differences between the British and Israeli colonial regimes, they 
combine to circumscribe the possibilities for the scale and extent of PA maps. As 
a result, particularly in the early days of the PA, its maps were almost exclusively 
broader scale and largely symbolic. That was partly due to the fact that Pales
tinian cartography was formed in segregated landscapes that had exclusionary 
passages — stable but “never fixed” pathways of least resistance (Peters, Klop
penburg, and Wyatt 2010: 354 – 55) — for both the stasis and mobility of data. Brit
ish maps were preserved, and therefore digitizing them became the easiest or 
most obvious passage for the cartographers to follow. To build a cartographic data 
infrastructure, both through digitization and GPS surveys, the cartographers also 
had to reshape existing passages, for example, by conducting GPS surveys on the 
road, to refashion their own mobility and stasis.

The PA’s ability to produce reliable maps despite the myriad uncertainties ana
lyzed here is in part a testament to the extent to which Palestinian cartographers 
have been able to collect and piece together British data at all, finding ways to 
preserve their collections despite repeated raids. As such, it demonstrates the theo
retical and practical innovations, with respect to passages of mobility and stasis, 
that are involved in the material reconfigurations that are necessary to make their 
maps. Forms of material innovation, such as the mobile surveys, risk remain
ing unacknowledged in reports and oversight methods that sometimes focus on 
results, like paper maps, instead of the often hidden work of infrastructure build
ing and passage reshaping. It is a kind of innovation that asks for us to take stasis 
more seriously. For as with so many forms of digital media and knowledge, the 
apparent seamlessness of PA maps belies both the stark injustices and the nuanced 
complexity of the landscapes where they were produced.
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